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**Join the national dialogue on evaluating teaching effectiveness**

Publication from 2019 Recognition and Evaluation of Teaching in Higher Education: A Workshop

Publication from 2016 workshop Implementing Effective Evaluation of Teaching and Learning in STEM

Publications from 2014 workshop Effective Evaluation of Teaching and Learning


**Refer to research and recommendations on student evaluations of teaching**

*These resources are provided for informational use only. Inclusion on this list does not constitute an endorsement by ACS.*


**Change approaches for obtaining student feedback**

*Accelerating Systemic Change Network* (ASCN), accessed 2023-07-11.


The University of Arizona, *Student Course Surveys: Reflect & Improve*, accessed 2023-07-11.

**Learn more about learning**


**Leverage ACS resources**

*ACS Division of Chemical Education*, accessed 2023-07-11.


*ACS Standards & Guidelines for Chemistry Education*, accessed 2023-07-11.

*Journal of Chemical Education*, accessed 2023-07-11.

*New Faculty Workshop Participant Teaching Resources*, accessed 2023-07-11.

*Society Committee on Education*, accessed 2023-07-11.